PRESS RELEASE – 27th, june 2022
German and French IT business user associations’ position on the European
certification scheme for cloud services
For an ambitious certification scheme that protects the sensitive data of European organisations in
the cloud from non-European legislation with extraterritorial reach.
In a letter sent to Commissioner Breton on 23 June 2022, Cigref welcomes the draft European data
regulation and expresses its ambitions for the future certification scheme, which is an essential
instrument for making operational the mechanisms designed to promote the free movement in Europe
of sensitive data of European public and private organisations.
As the debate intensifies between the advocates of a legalistic approach and a lesser scheme, and the
advocates of an ambitious policy, VOICE and Cigref call on the European institutions and ENISA to adopt
a certification scheme that will allow the establishment of a harmonised regulatory framework
guaranteeing the protection and security of information systems and data within the European Union.
This high level of certification is an opportunity to create the framework of trust in the cloud that
European companies currently lack. It is a trajectory, a goal to be achieved collectively.
The free flow of data requires a trustworthy framework to ensure the security of sensitive corporate and
public administration data in the cloud. Currently, many public and private organisations are obliged to
maintain data hosting, and associated processing, on their premises because of the sensitivity of this data
to unlawful international access by non-European administrative and judicial authorities through legislation
with extraterritorial reach.
The European Union must face the consequences of the judgment of 16 July 2020 of the Court of Justice of
the European Union in the so-called "Schrems II" case, which invalidated the Privacy Shield adequacy
agreement, and equip itself with mechanisms commensurate with this judgment and enabling it to
guarantee the free circulation of sensitive personal and non-personal data of European public and private
organisations under conditions of verifiable and enforceable trust.
VOICE and Cigref welcome the draft Data Act which aims to implement horizontally applicable safeguards
to strengthen the protection of non-personal data hosted in Europe from international access. In addition
to these ambitious provisions, our associations call for a European certification scheme for cloud services
(EUCS) to guarantee the highest level of immunity to non-European legislation with an extraterritorial
scope for certain cloud service offerings on the European market. VOICE and Cigref believe that the
implementation of an ambitious certification scheme stems from the spirit of the Cybersecurity Act, the
objective of which is to establish a harmonised regulatory framework guaranteeing the protection and
security of information systems and data within the European Union.
The letter addressed to Commissioner Thierry Breton, in French and its courtesy translation into English, is
available as an attachment to the press release.
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